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Passing the CTR
The FCEM examination is intended to
confirm that the trainee has attained the
required standard to work as a consultant
emergency physician. It is a stressful time
for the trainee with two days of oral
examinations and objective structured
clinical examinations. Trainees should
have read the examination regulations
and guidance (available at www.collemer-
gencymed.ac.uk) for all parts of the exam,
which are updated in November every
year. Advice and descriptions of the how
marks are allocated in the different
sections are provided. This knowledge
could help the candidate considerably.
Between 1 in 4 and 1 in 5 candidates fail
the Clinical Topic Review (CTR) section,
and this paper provides advice for candi-
dates on this section.

WRITING YOUR CTR
The CTR is the candidate’s opportunity
to demonstrate mastery of the topic that
they have chosen. It should be considered
a project that takes at least 12 months to
complete. You cannot start too early!

Step 1: Choice of topic and preliminary
search
Candidates should choose a clinical topic
that is both worthwhile and interests
them. It is not essential to frame a three-
part question, although candidates find
this helpful in many cases. It is recom-
mended that candidates undertake preli-
minary literature searches to identify the
evidence and establish whether there is
sufficient evidence of good enough quality
to form the basis of a worthwhile review of
the literature. The sooner this preliminary
review is done the better—if there is
limited or poor quality evidence then
candidates should move to another topic
or rephrase their original question.
Candidates are electing to start their CTR
too late and discovering the amount of
work required impacts on their revision for
other sections of the exam.

Step 2a: Confirmation of topic and
definitive search
Having completed the preliminary search
and decided on the definitive topic, com-
plete the search. Record the search terms
and present in a brief and understandable
manner how your search was conducted
and its results (a flow diagram can be
useful).

Step 2b: Planning your own work
It is now of the utmost importance to
include personal work. This should be
planned, if not completed, at an early
stage so that there is time to complete a
comprehensive and worthwhile project
(see below).

Step 3: Appraisal and synthesis of the
evidence
Candidates will need to be able to under-
take searches of the common databases
(ideally with librarian advice), be able to
categorise their papers into the different
levels of evidence and be able to critically
appraise the best papers. It is important to
be able to integrate the papers into a
coherent and cogent summary from
which rational conclusions can be drawn.

Step 4: Summary of the evidence into a
digestible form
Candidates may use tables to convey
information about their papers—this facil-
itates understanding and enables compar-
ison. The tables should not be included in
the word count, but candidates should note
that complex wordy tables do not work
well.

Step 5: The implications of the CTR for the
candidates practice should be fully
discussed
Appendices may be used for work related
to the CTR—eg, audit forms, guidelines—
but should not contain text that is
essential to understanding the CTR.

Marking scheme
It is recommended that the candidate
refers to the marking scheme and under-
stands how to achieve marks in each
section.

Own work
There are significant marks for additional
work which is of the candidate’s choosing
but it will need to be started early if it is
to be worthwhile. Candidates should
consider:

c Comprehensive surveys (those done at
the last minute, poorly constructed,
with poor response rates are counter-
productive)

c Describing and measuring the impact
of the implementation of change in
practice that is based on their CTR by

for example the introduction of a new
technique, diagnostic test or therapy.

c The CTR may have been the basis for
further additional research and candi-
dates should describe what they have
done and to what stage (eg, applica-
tion for ethical approval through to
recruitment, analysis and write up).

c A well constructed audit cycle centred
on their CTR.

The more complete and the more work
you have put into it the better—a total of
8/46 marks are awarded in relation to
your personal work. Work started in ST5
is unlikely to be successfully concluded.
NB Candidates will disadvantage them-

selves when they have failed to follow the
instructions including the word limit,
submission dates and reference style.

Preparing for the Viva
Candidates will benefit from having for-
mal practice Vivas with their trainers,
using the College scoring system as a
framework.
Candidates must read and re-read their

CTR (especially immediately before the
exam) and may well be able to anticipate
the examiners questions based on the
areas in the marking scheme. Preparing
well-constructed summaries that address
each of the areas of the marking scheme
that can be offered in response to ques-
tions is a source of confidence and
achieves good marks.
Candidates should have identified those

areas of potential weakness in their
CTR—and should be prepared to respond
to criticisms with well constructed rea-
soning or suggestions for improvement

The Viva (40% of the mark)
Candidates are allowed to bring their
CTR with them to the Viva, together
with important supporting papers. The
Viva is for 15 minutes and is the
candidate’s opportunity to show mastery
of the topic. They should be confident
and self-assured, making sure they
describe and justify their chosen areas
and are able to describe their search,
appraisal and synthesis process as well as
their conclusion and implications that
follow from it. Candidates must describe
their personal work. Examiners will ask
about unclear or contentious areas, and
will have read the key papers and under-
taken their own literature search.
Candidates should be able to talk logically
in a structured way, making sure they
cover all the areas for which there are
marks within the 15 minutes. If candi-
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dates have identified shortcomings with
their CTR they should address how they
would do things differently in the future.

FUTURE OF THE CTR
The CEM intends to pilot CTRs being
assessed at a regional level and outside of
the FCEM examination in autumn 2009.
It is proposed that candidates would be
examined by two FCEM examiners who
would assess their CTR and conduct the
Viva under exactly the same rules and

conditions as the FCEM CTR section. The
local examiner must not be the candi-
date’s trainer, and the other must be from
out of region. A sample of the CTRs will
be re-marked centrally as part of the
ongoing quality assurance programme.
It is intended from November 2010, if

the pilot is successful, that those trainees
who have successfully completed their
ST4 ARCP who would not be taking the
next diet of the FCEM may choose to
have their CTR examined locally on one

occasion (this is to encourage the candi-
dates’ best attempt rather than multiple
poor attempts) and if successful would be
exempt from the CTR section of the
FCEM diet. Unsuccessful candidates will
have to sit the CTR section of the FCEM
exam as presently occurs.

Mike Clancy and Ruth Brown,
on behalf of CEM

The written contributes 60% of the marks which are distributed as shown in the table

Poor Acceptable Outstanding Total marks

Topic/title Long, unclear boring One line and very easy to
understand

Short punchy and arresting 0/1/2

Presentation and layout
including spelling and
formatting

Multiple spelling mistakes, incorrect
underlining/ use of bold, tables poor

Minimal spelling mistakes,
grammar acceptable and tables
can be understood

No spelling or grammatical mistakes,
excellent use of language, tables simple
and demonstrate relevant points

0/2/4

Clinical dilemma clearly
identified and right question
asked to solve the dilemma

Unclear what the main question to be
answered is, or dilemma stated but search
and CTR not relevant to solving the
problem

Question stated but no
background or relevance stated.

Well-phrased problem which is given
relevant background and should provide
the answer to the clinical dilemma

0/1/2

Reason for choosing stated No personal relevance stated Some relevance to personal
practice

Clearly states why the issue interests the
author in their own practice

0/1/2

Literature review Search not described appropriately or
inappropriately completed

Search outlined with minor flaws
in strategy

Good search strategy clearly defined 0/1/2

Appraisal of literature No attempt to critique papers quoted Some attempt to evaluate
standard of papers

Good evaluation of the standard of
evidence presented

0/2/4

Synthesis of and conclusions
from evidence

No summary of evidence or conclusion
presented

Some summary but no overall
conclusion from evidence

Good overview of all the papers
synthesised into overall conclusion

0/2/4

Additional other work—value
and standard

No additional work Additional work limited as
survey or small audit

Good quality original research that
enhances CTR

0/2/4

Makes suggestions for how
changes personal practice

No suggestions for change in practice or
suggestions are unjustified

Limited suggestions to change
practice, or not based on own
literature review or own work

Good clear suggestions as to how this will
change practice, justifiable from the
literature review and own work

0/2/4

Total /28

CTR viva scoring system

Below standard Standard Above standard Mark

Why chosen—
relevance to emergency
medicine

Not able to justify Partial justification Convincing justification that topic relevant to
clinical practice

0/1/2

Conduct of literature
search

Unable to describe literature search,
significant papers missing

Reasonable search but at least one
missing relevant paper, describes
search adequately

Appropriate search, papers relevant and well
referenced, deals with questions on search
and describes process including grey
literature, etc

0/1/2

Critical appraisal No comment on quality of evidence Clearly comments on quality—
identifies some weaknesses

Able to judge quality of any reference cited,
give reasons for judging as high quality or poor
papers

0/2/4

Synthesis of evidence No in-depth evaluation of evidence
simply regurgitation

Can summarise evidence but unable
to give balanced judgement

Good appraisal of current thinking and
identification of limits of evidence. Able to
judge whether evidence should influence
practice

0/1/2

Relevance to clinical
practice

No application to clinical practice Can apply generally to EM work Able to give clear indication of how this work
changes practice in real terms

0/2/4

Evidence of other work No evidence of personal work Good summary of work done but
limited relevance or contribution

Good summary of work and justifies how
relevant to the topic

0/2/4

Total /18
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